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can i get 3000$ in the game it is hard to get a employee
. It's a cute, entertaining Asteroids-style Newtonian space shooter with some Roguelike elements, a bit of humor, a nice spacey
and retro vibe, and an easy to understand but actually rather interesting ship customization system.

And, thankfully, no sideways thrusters, which are just silly in games like this.. A puzzle game where you crawl on surfaces of
complex contructions built from blocks. It's somewhat close to Kulaworld on PS1, but in a minimalistic setting.

Pros:
- the game feels fresh and unique. If you were intrigued by the Moebius band as a kid, this game gives a similar feel as you get
"disoriented" while traversing the surfaces of complex objects (and gravity force keeps rotating together with you)

So-so:
- minimalistic art with a chilling soundtrack may give it a low-budget feel for some but I actually liked the simplicity of
presentation. It's somewhat like in Antichamber, just less stuff

Cons:
- too few levels (just 25)
- in most levels you can press levers which rotate some blocks and connect different parts of the maze. Though this does make
sense in a puzzle game, the fact that the level changes in hard-to-predict ways (it's never clear which effect a lever will have
until you press it) makes the puzzle more of a trial-and-error experience. The authors added checkpoints and a bird's eye camera
view which help a lot with solving, but even with a bird's eye view you can't plan your solution if multiple pieces of the maze
can rotate. You end up crawling the maze piece by piece, just trying random directions, until, a dozen restarts later, you finally
reach the exit. There is rarely a feel of accomplishment here, instead just tedium and relief. So, instead of a puzzle game where
you concieve a solution, it's much closer to a messy, convoluted maze which is intentionally presented in an unfriendly way,
making it even harder to solve.

Disoriented is a maze/puzzle game in a minimalistic setting. You could probably solve all its 25 level in an evening or two. For
its very modest price, it's still worth it.. Seems really nice! Such realistic, but I have low-spec comp so can you work some on
optimalisation?. Thank you kanye very cool. I'm a big fan of twin-stick shooters.

There have been some great games in the past; geometry wars, waves, etc..
In my opinion this game is not just another run-of-the-mill clone, this game feels very highly polished.

Apart from Health and Special Weapon pickups you have to understand that the only other things you want to touch are the
green and blue 'droplets'. Everything else, you either avoid or destroy.

Try to use your 'manual' gun as much as you can and sparingly use the 'automatic' gun when overwelmed. I also mainly only use
the Special Weapon when I am going in to destroy the enemy shield installations.

If you like this genre of game, then this one is fun and I highly recommend it!
. Skin is beautiful. I don't understand the benefit of the strange new parts, but the game is as addictive as Tetris. It comes with a
clean, fresh design and also the music is catchy somehow.
For me, especially for the split screen mode, it's definitely a buy recommendation.. Great DLC. I loved the base game and love
the content added with this dlc.. Fantastic TD game that makes a lot of good improvements over the first.
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OK, let's get the bad out of the way first: This game feels unfinished, like it should have been labeled Early Access. The tutorial
is quickly useless because it tells you to make a move that you can't make, and you can't skip past that part. There are little
annoyances like a lack of a volume control and a user interface that is more complicated than it has to be. Worst of all, it's a two
player game, and right now your only options are a computer opponent who is astonishingly easy to defeat once you figure out
the basics or hoping that there's someone online waiting to play (and you have the perserverance to sit there watching a
fullscreen window with nothing happening until someone does decide to play, as I don't think there's any special sound to alert
you when a game starts, and if you alt=tab away you could miss the whole thing). The developer participates in the Steam
forums, though, so hopefully he'll address these problems in an update soon,

But then there are the good things: The basic rules are somewhat easy to learn but reveal extra complexity as you play. There's
the simple pleasure of setting up blocks to build your tower the way you want and the fun of knocking your opponent's blocks
down. There's also strategy, including deciding whether to build defensively or to push your luck by stretching your tower out to
great heights and depths in order to increase the power of the effects of the rooms you build... and thereby making an easy
target to get the structure blown to bits and come tumbling down. The price is relatively inexpensive, which means even if you
have to get an extra copy to give to a friend to ensure you have someone to play against it won't be too painful.

At first I didn't think I liked this game, what with the various problems mentioned above. But I ended up saying "just one more
gane" over and over until I realized I had played for several hours. If they ever fix the computer opponent's programming to be
more challenging it will be a great solo game, but until then you'll want to find someone else to play against, because that's when
the real fun begins.. Shipwreck is a Legend of Zelda inspired game (mostly the Gameboy Zelda games) and if you have a few
dollars to spend on a good game thats cheap I highly recommend this.. EDIT: While I still don't recommend The Simple
Apocalypse, the quick response from the devs about the issues I had with the game makes me give them respect :)
I'll keep my original review and mark anything that's changed.

THE GOOD:
Great graphics: I love low-poly and the voxel style characters look fantastic!
Awesome maps: The maps are large and offer a lot of options. Most buildings allow you to "enter" them which will teleport you
onto the roof, which is great since ladders don't work!
Controls work well enough: Everything works the way you'd think with player movement. The aiming is very smooth.
Scanner works great*: You'll have a scanner button on a cooldown that can locate enemies or items on the ground.
Player Customization: Very cool that you can buy all sorts of skins from points you'll earn by playing.
Customizing your game is none-existant right now but patches are preparing for more options in the future. Personally I feel this
is when The Simple Apocalypse will be worth picking up. I like setting up off-the-wall games with friends.

THE BAD:
Third Person feels great, but your reticle is in the wrong place. Often you'll have your target on an enemy only to have your
shots hitting a wall, while changing to first person, you'll be able to hit the same enemy without issue. Originally it was much
worse than it is now, so I can't complain, just wanted those who aren't sure on the gunplay to know the mechanics.
Poor ai has seen a big improvement after some patches. The zombies still run straight for you (as they should), but the enemy
projectiles and aiming has been tweaked and isn't so aim-bot.
Vehicles are sluggish: Vehicles are fun and overpowered, but the acceleration is way too slow. It wouldn't be so much of an issue
if the streets weren't so tiny and you didn't get stuck on every little item in the map which forces you to accelerate from 0.
You drop your weapon when you go into a vehicle: I don't know why this is even in the game. I guess the vehicle counts as a gun
pickup? Or maybe it's to prevent everyone from using them?

Overall, I still can't recommend The Simple Apocalypse at the moment. The game is worth the asking price to be sure, and the
recent \/ quick patch response is great, but what can I say? I still get bored before the round is even over and have had more fun
on Roblox Zombie games.
Once match customization gets added, or a proper infection mode where one or more players start as zombies, trying to kill \/
"turn" human players to their side, then I'll definitely recommend.. Design is sloppy and amateurish, writing is poor, and
decisions take too long and are rather opaque.. can hit FIX ..nothin hapens ...size of game is too small and cant make bigger.
Great Fun its absolutly amazing , its kept me addicted i know i have only played 1.1 Hours but its got lots of promise to show
download it and have fun if you like fast paced Combat with vehicles. In this game there are things to do, not bad stories, a
wonderful type of shooting, striking graphics + support VR reality 10 of 10. Fast and looks cool.. Great DLC, Adds many
buildings like Nuclear Launch Facility, Marina, Balloons, Wind Turbines, Etc.. For a indie game. This was well done. I am
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exactly waiting to see if their will be a alien hallway 3 in the future unless their already is one. But this game was fantastically
made. The only I hate about this game is some of the units descriptions. For the defender when upgrading thier shields. Is it
shield lenght? or Shield strength? or how many times you can use the shield? Also Idk about the last unit you get but I have to
wait to unlcok him. The game is very easy at the beginning but gets very diffecult the more you play. It is a grind\/upgrade to
win game. But if you been to madmax games, addicting games, or even most addiciting games I think it was called when you
were a kid in middle and played other games like this one like for starters enigmata stellar war, is just like this game, but a
whole lot better, cause their is a bunch of stuff to do in it, a bunch of bosses, a bunch of new uints\/new upgraded units to see,
same graphics but a tad bit better, and both are a upgrade\/grind to win type game. But both enigmata stellar war and alien
hallway 2 are very good in it's own way. Like I said before, "I am hoping to see a alien hallway 3" unless you already made it,
than I would like to see a alien hallway 4. Keep up the good work and maybe next time when you make 3 or 4 add a more
detailed description about the units upgrade? It was just only one I know of you missed up on. p.s I Recommend this game. It's
cheap, fun, and addiciting. I wouldn't be surprised if this game made it to madmax games or most addicting games websites.
Like age of wars. They need to make a new version of age of empires.
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